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Publishable Summary for 14SIP08 Dynamic
Standards and software to maximise end user uptake of NMI
calibrations of dynamic force, torque and pressure sensors
Overview
The aim of this project was to maximise uptake, by industry end users and the Joint Committee for Guides in
Metrology (JCGM), of the outputs of EMRP project IND09 ‘Traceable dynamic measurement of mechanical
quantities’ by providing specific and directed advice on how to make best use of the results of dynamic
calibrations provided by NMIs. This was achieved by working with the project’s primary supporter,
Hottinger Baldwin Messtechnik GmbH (HBM), who appreciate that dynamic measurements are a key problem
for high-value manufacturing and consequently provided data to allow the project to demonstrate the methods
developed in the project IND09 in action.

Need
Many applications of the measurement of quantities such as force, torque and pressure are dynamic, i.e., the
measurand shows a strong variation over time. Transducers are in most cases calibrated by static procedures
owing to a lack of commonly accepted procedures or documentary standards for the dynamic calibration of
mechanical sensors. However, it is well known that mechanical sensors exhibit distinctive dynamic behaviour
and increasing deviation from static sensitivity characteristics as frequency increases.
Previously, the project IND09 sought to establish metrological traceability for the mechanical quantities:
dynamic force, torque and pressure. The key output of the project IND09 was the establishment of primary
and secondary traceability available at NMIs for the mechanical quantities: dynamic force, dynamic torque and
dynamic pressure. However, effective dissemination of such dynamic calibrations requires the provision of
specific advice to industrial end users on how to use calibration results to correct measurements for dynamic
effects and how to demonstrate compliance with the ‘Guide to the expression of uncertainty in measurement’
(GUM). Therefore, although the outputs of the preceding project IND09 were the development of: (i) general
dynamic models for the complete calibration measurement chain; (ii) procedures for uncertainty evaluation of
dynamic measurements; and (iii) general procedures for correcting measurements for dynamic effects; these
were, unfortunately, not able to be embodied in documentary standards, international guidance or software
(used to correct measurements in industrial applications) during the lifetime of that project.
Prior to this project calibration certificates and associated information provided for dynamic quantities by NMIs
and accredited calibration laboratories took several forms, therefore, industrial end users urgently needed: (i)
guidance on what calibration information to request from NMIs and accredited calibration laboratories; (ii)
guidance on how to use this information in their own dynamic measurement applications to ensure GUMcompliance; and (iii) software that demonstrates the guidance in action and provides GUM-compliant
uncertainty evaluations.

Objectives
The overall goal of the project was to increase awareness and maximise uptake of the outputs of JRP IND09
through papers, input to key documents on uncertainty evaluation, and software.
The objectives of this project were:
1. To provide written advice and guidance to end users, that demonstrates (by means of case studies applied
to end user data) methods to evaluate reliable estimates of dynamic mechanical quantities and their
associated uncertainties, taking into account the various forms that calibration results may take, as well
as correlation effects.
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2. To make publicly available validated and tested software for industrial end users to implement the methods
described in objective 1.

Results
Objective 1: To provide written advice and guidance to end users, that demonstrates (by means of case studies
applied to end user data) methods to evaluate reliable estimates of dynamic mechanical quantities and their
associated uncertainties
The project partners NPL and PTB prepared and submitted a paper on ‘Estimating dynamic mechanical
quantities and their associated uncertainties: application guidance’ to Metrologia. The paper lays out an
approach for the evaluation of uncertainties associated with dynamic quantities and includes four examples:
(1) shock calibration; (2) piezoelectric fibreoptic sensor; (3) hydrophone deconvolution; and (4) blood pressure
analysis.
NPL and PTB, together with the primary supporter HBM, also prepared and submitted an article on “New
software for dynamic measurement and calibration of mechanical sensors” to Precision, the magazine of the
Institute of Measurement and Control. The article introduces the PyDynamic software developed by the IND09
project (see objective 2 below).
Working Group 1 (WG1) of the JCGM has responsibility for maintaining the GUM and for developing
documents (referred to as “Supplements”) that accompany the GUM and aid its use. JCGM-WG1 is currently
preparing:


Document JCGM 103 “Evaluation of measurement data – Supplement 3 to the ‘Guide to the expression
of uncertainty in measurement’ – Developing and using measurement models” concerned with modelling.



Document JCGM 110 that provides examples that demonstrate the application of the procedures given in
the GUM and its Supplements.

NPL and PTB drafted text that sets out a methodology for developing and using measurement models of
dynamic systems and provided it to the chairman of JCGM-WG1 for consideration as input to JCGM 103. A
committee draft of the JCGM 103 is expected to be circulated in late 2018.
In addition, the Metrologia paper was provided to the chairman of JCGM-WG1 so that, at the discretion of
JCGM-WG1, the examples in the paper could be considered for inclusion in JCGM 110.

Objective 2: To make publicly available validated and tested software for industrial end users to implement the
methods described in objective 1.
NPL and PTB developed software that demonstrates the methods developed in the project IND09 in action
using end user data. The software, named PyDynamic, was written in Python, a programming language that
is free to use and distribute, and for which many integrated development environments are freely available,
this helped to maximise its impact.
PyDynamic allows the propagation of uncertainty for:


The application of the discrete Fourier transform and its inverse.



Filtering with a Finite Impulse Response (FIR) or Infinite Impulse Response (IIR) filter, where the
coefficients of the filter are subject to uncertainty.



The design of a FIR filter as the inverse of a frequency response with coefficients subject to uncertainty.



The design of an IIR filter as the inverse of a frequency response with coefficients subject to uncertainty.



Deconvolution in the frequency domain using division.



Multiplication in the frequency domain.



The transformation from the representation of a complex quantity expressed in terms of an amplitude and
phase to its representation expressed in terms of a real and imaginary part.

For the validation of the propagation of uncertainties, the Monte Carlo method can also be applied, in a
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memory-efficient way, for digital filtering
PyDynamic, in conjunction with real end user data, was used by the project to generate case studies for
inclusion in both the input to JCGM 103 and the Metrologia paper (see Objective 1 above).
PyDynamic has been made available to end users:


On the GitHub software development platform (github.com/eichstaedtPTB/PyDynamic).



On the PyPi website (pypi.org/project/PyDynamic).

PyDynamic has been downloaded by several metrology experts from NMIs after being publicised at the
International Workshop on Analysis of Dynamic Measurements workshop held at PTB in November 2016. In
particular, it has been used extensively by specialists in mechanical metrology from PTB Braunschweig who
have requested a number of enhancements and extensions to the software.
Requests (e.g., for bug fixes, additional functionality, etc.) from users of PyDynamic are captured and stored
on the PyDynamic GitHub website. By the end of the project, sixteen queries had been received and actioned
by PTB and NPL. A further four queries remained open and will be dealt with by PTB who will maintain and
further develop PyDynamic. In addition to queries received from end users at PTB Braunschweig, queries have
been received from nCode (a UK subsidiary of HBM), Surrey Automotive (a University of Surrey spin out
company) and a variety of attendees at the 9th International workshop on analysis of dynamic measurements
November 2016 at PTB, Germany.

Impact
The project built on the outputs of the project IND09 by disseminating those outputs via conference
presentations, journal papers and contributions to the Supplements to the GUM, and making freely available
software that implements algorithms developed within that project IND09.
The project has published 4 journal papers including a paper in Measurement Science and Technology which
describes the software package GUM2DFT, a software tool for uncertainty evaluation of transient signals in
the frequency domain that will be added to the GitHub software repository for access by end-users. A paper
describing the project’s approach has been published in Technisches Messen and a talk on the same topic
was given at the VDI - Association of German Engineers expert forum in March 2016. A paper was also
published in the Journal of Sensors and Sensor Systems.
The project partners played a major role in the organisation of the 9th International Workshop on the Analysis
of Dynamic Measurements, held in Berlin, Germany, in November 2016. The workshop attracted more than
50 attendees, and was the best attended conference in this series to date. The increasing importance of
dynamic metrology was illustrated by oral and poster presentations on application areas such as torque,
pressure, force, temperature and voltage, and mathematical tools addressing system theory, nonlinear
dynamic models and deconvolution. An oral presentation was given by the project to introduce the PyDynamic
software to stakeholders and potential users.
PTB staff, independent from other PTB project partners, applied PyDynamic to their research on the use of
open source software tools for data analysis in high intensity shock calibration of accelerometers. The work
was presented at the “IMEKO TC3, TC5 and TC22” International Conference 2017 held in Helsinki, Finland,
in May/June 2017, and a conference proceedings paper was published.
Other PTB staff, also applied PyDynamic to their research on the use of a heterodyne vibrometer in
combination with pulse excitation for primary calibration of ultrasonic hydrophones in amplitude and phase.
The outcome of this was published in Metrologia (Volume 54, Number 4) in August 2017, and includes a use
case example for which PyDynamic was used to undertake analysis.
NPL staff, independent from other NPL project partners, applied PyDynamic to the problem of compensating
the hysteresis effects of a piezoelectric fiber optic sensor.
The University of Ljubljana, with support from PTB, used PyDynamic to process data in relation to their
research on dynamic calibration and uncertainty evaluation of invasive blood pressure measurement. This
research culminated in the submission of a paper, co-authored by PTB, to the IEEE Transactions on
Biomedical Engineering.
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The paper ‘Estimating dynamic mechanical quantities and their associated uncertainties: application guidance’
has also been submitted to Metrologia. Further to this an article on ‘Mechanical sensors are dynamic’ has been
submitted for publication in Precision, the quarterly magazine of the Institute of Measurement and Control.
Vasilewskyi et al. have cited the project’s Journal of Sensors and Sensor Systems publication in their recent
paper on the evaluation of dynamic measurement uncertainty in the time domain in the application to high
speed
rotating
machinery
(https://www.metrologyjournal.org/articles/ijmqe/abs/2017/01/ijmqe170021/ijmqe170021.html).
The project’s PyDynamic software library will be maintained and further developed by PTB beyond the lifetime
of this project. In addition, the EMPIR project 17IND12 "Metrology for the Factory of the Future" (Met4FoF) will
use and further develop the PyDynamic methods.
While not an explicit requirement of the project, a project website was developed and has been populated with
information on the main aspects and outputs of the project. Additionally, details of the project are listed on the
website of MATHMET, the European Centre for Mathematics and Statistics in Metrology (https://mathmet.org).

Activities within this project have aligned with the identified needs of end users. Such end users required
specific guidance on how to apply the outputs of the project IND09 to their own measurements of dynamic
effects in order to (i) establish confidence in their measurement results, (ii) demonstrate GUM-compliance and
best practice in uncertainty evaluation, and (iii) understand how the deconvolution and correction algorithms
needed for this purpose can be embodied in validated software.
The project created impact by enabling the efficient application of the methods developed in the project IND09
by disseminating software that demonstrates the methods in action on industrially relevant example data, to
industry end users, through the public GitHub software repository. In the longer term, the outputs of the project
will assist high-value manufacturing in the optimisation of products and processes where dynamic
measurements are necessary. The consortium has identified new potential end-users for the project both in
industry and academia (for example, nCode who specialise in software for fatigue analysis and postprocessing of time-series measurements, and the automotive engineering department of Surrey University).
Furthermore, through these activities the consortium is gaining access to new sources of data and potentially
to new case studies that will allow the project to show the benefits of its methods. Figure 1 below shows an
example of the benefit of taking dynamic effects into account in a metrologically correct manner and the effect
of ignoring dynamic effects. This figure also demonstrates how the use of a statically calibrated sensor
produces erroneous results, which becomes evident when compared with the results obtained by a
dynamically calibrated sensor. Therefore it is clear to see how this project will enable end users to correct
measurements for dynamic effects and hence produce correct estimates of the underlying dynamic signal.

Figure 1: Estimating the value of a dynamic signal. The figure shows the effect of ignoring the dynamic
properties of a measuring system compared to taking dynamic effects into account.
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